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Introduction

Founded in 2011, HITEKS is a leading clinical informatics organization 
committed to delivering advanced technology and professional support to 
healthcare professionals at the point of care. With a unique focus on Physician 
Workflow, CAPD, and CDS, HITEKS has engineered a robust methodology to 
bolster healthcare provider reputation by enhancing the quality and 
documentation of reimbursement-related conditions. Despite these 
achievements, the increasingly competitive healthcare industry posed 
challenges to HITEKS, particularly in broadening its customer base and 
attracting high-quality leads through its website.

The Challenge
HITEKS engaged our services with a clear mission: to enhance its online 
visibility and generate high-quality leads via its website. The 
challenge wasn't just about identifying appropriate keywords and 
optimizing website content to rank higher on search engines. It was also 
about developing a potent link-building strategy to bolster domain 
authority and drive more traffic to the website.

The Solution
We approached HITEKS' challenges with a comprehensive SEO strategy designed 
to meet their specific needs:
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In-depth Keyword Research and Optimization:
Our first step was to identify the most relevant, high-traffic keywords for HITEKS. 
This meticulous keyword research allowed us to optimize their website content 
and metadata, significantly improving their search engine rankings.

Professional + SEO-Crafted Content Building:
We conducted exhaustive research to pinpoint the most relevant, high-traffic 
keywords for HITEKS’ business. We then seamlessly integrated these keywords 
into our content strategy, ensuring maximum impact on search engine 
rankings. From engaging blog posts, white papers, and articles to compelling 
website copy and product descriptions, our content was meticulously tailored to 
meet HITEKS' specific needs and significantly enhanced their online presence.

On-page and Off-page Optimization:
We optimized HITEKS' website content, metadata, and URL structure for search 
engines. This included a detailed review and optimization of header tags, 
internal linking, and other critical on-page factors.

Technical SEO:
We ensured that HITEKS' website was technically primed for search engines. This 
involved enhancing website speed, performing comprehensive scans, and 
optimizing the code for maximum performance.

Comprehensive Reporting:
We provided HITEKS with transparent, easy-to-understand reports detailing the 
progress of their SEO campaigns. These reports included detailed analytics and 
metrics on website traffic, search engine rankings, and keyword performance.



The Results
HITEKS witnessed a substantial uptick in online visibility and high-quality leads 
through its website by leveraging our comprehensive SEO services. The results 
were impressive:

Conclusion
Our comprehensive SEO services played a pivotal role in propelling HITEKS' 
growth, enabling them to broaden their customer base and attract 
high-quality leads via their website. With our strategic focus on targeting the 
right keywords, optimizing website content, and developing an effective 
link-building strategy, we enabled HITEKS to unlock its full growth potential and 
cement its position as a leader in the clinical informatics sector. If you, too, are 
seeking to enhance your online visibility and attract high-quality leads, get in 
touch with us today to learn more about how our comprehensive SEO services 
can help you achieve your goals.
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A staggering 50% increase in online visibility
via improved search engine rankings

A significant 35%  increase in
website traffic from organic search

A notable 25%  increase in leads captured
through conversion-optimized landing pages

A solid 5%  increase in new customer acquisition

(305) 203-6820 – (407) 641-2526

marketing@jubilantweb.com

www.jubilantweb.com

For more information and 
to schedule a call:
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